Scaling transformations are used in numerical calculations of the properties of the two4imensional
I. CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF THE CALCULATION
We indicate these by the notation (1.10) For example, s, might be a"or s2 might be a product of neighboring spins, etc.
In these terms, the transformation (1.1) can be considered to be a transformation upon the K, 's of the form K, ' = Z, (K) The fixed point is identified as a special set of K's called K*, for which the transformation leaves K; invar iant, K, *= R; (K*) .
(1.8) We start by calculating the properties of the basic block shown in Fig. 10(a) . Then, we move on to calculate the interaction between two blocks as shown in Fig. 10(b) . When these two terms are calculated, we use the results as a starting point for a perturbation theory in which we expand in (a) the correlati. ons among more than two blocks and (b) the interaction terms which cannot be included in the blocks.
The basic block is organized so that it contains the couplings produced by E as well as the interaction terms listed in the first four rows of Fig. 9 .
Then, the zeroth-order result for the transformed free-energy function is obtained by calculating the partition function for the basic block. This is simply a sum over the o variables of e~P = -, ' (1 + tanhKit S,)
&&exp(Kp t+Ks tS +Ka aS +K4 tS4) (3, 1)
where St, S"", . . . are defined by Fig. 10(a) and 
(r i'r2r3)g = Ls& ) (rirars'r4), = L4 ) (3. 9) where nn and nnn stand for nearest-and nextneare st-neighbor terms.
One can also directly ca.lculate (V")o as ", ", 1----m, '", (3. 19) Values of the matrices M and M are easily determined by a direct count. Figure 12 Another set of blocks whose correlations can be evaluated is shown in Fig. 12(b) . However, all three-block correlation effects are already included in expression (3.15). Thus, the correlations in Fig. 12(b) have, in the main, already been taken into account. We use this diagram to get a more accurate assessment of the a=2 effects of K~~, K4, , and K3, by calculating these effects from 5%1= (V, Vb Vb V, XX)~/(V, Vb V, V, )~, (3. 23) with
